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THE HOGY TARPON GUIDE
PART I
Introduction to Targeting Tarpon With Lures
Tarpon are arguably one of the most challenging saltwater species to target with
artificial lures. With an estimated life span of nearly eighty years and an annual
migration route covering thousands of miles of highly populated tropical
shorelines, finding and successfully landing these prehistoric beasts on a consistent
basis requires a keen knowledge of location, timing, forage preference and a
stealthy presentation. In this guide I’ll offer insight on my techniques for success
that have been refined over a decade of following these fish along their annual
migration route in my home waters of Southwest Florida and across the South with
a number of veteran tarpon guides from Key West to the Northern Gulf and Mid-
Atlantic. I’ve found no other species as challenging, frustrating and rewarding as a
successfully landed adult tarpon caught on artificial.

Seasonality: Historically, tarpon season runs March through October, but great
angling opportunities exist all winter long in the southernmost haunts of the
Florida Everglades, Lower Keys and Caribbean.

PART II
Typical Tarpon Outfits

Light Setup - 7’ MH Spinning Rod. You’ll quickly find a fast to extra fast action
composite spinning rod will be the most comfortable outfit for hours of casting
small to medium sized unweighted soft baits, jigs and smaller plugs. These outfits 
are ideal for targeting fish in the 30lb - 80lb class in open water situations. With a 
high-quality spinning reel and braid you’ll be able to use a moderate drag to subdue 
your catch while fishing shallow bays, grass flats, channels and shallow beaches. 
This outfit can be used for large adult fish in the 120lb - 140lb range with an aggres-
sive fighting style, but should be avoided if you find yourself taking longer than 30 
minutes to land a fish.

Reel Size: 5000 - 8000 size class
Typical Line: 30lb Braid
Leader: A rod length of 50lb Fluorocarbon
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Typical Tarpon Outfits (cont)
Capt. Ross’ Light Outfit - Sewell Custom Tenax 7’ MH 17-40lb. These custom rods
have gathered a cult following for targeting tarpon, large snook, cobia and permit.
The blanks feature a moderately fast tip action, ideal for snap casting 1/2oz - 2oz
weight Pro Tail Paddles, Unweighted 10-inch Original Eels and Small Sliders. I’ll
load these up with 30lb braid on a Diawa Saltist 4500 or Shimano Twinpower 6000.
You’ll be able to spool up about 300yds of braid on the setup, which is enough for
handling the long initial run of large tarpon in shallow water.

Heavy Setup - 8’ XH Spinning Rod. If you find yourself targeting tarpon in deep
water or heavy current you’ll soon be looking for the added benefit of a very sturdy
backbone in your rod blank. Quickly after the surface acrobatics subside, large
tarpon begin a vertical tug of war that can go on for upwards of an hour. You’ll
need every ounce of rod strength to steer these fish toward the surface and break
their will to hold near the bottom. These heavier blanks will also be quite
comfortable for casting heavier 2oz - 4oz Pro Tails and Jig-Head-Rigged HDUV
Eels, some of the more productive presentations for bridges, inlets and offshore
migration routes. I’ll pair these rods with a high quality 8000 - 10000 size reel and
50lb to 65lb braid for added abrasion resistance and knot strength with heavier
drags.

Reel Size: 8000 - 10000 size class
Typical Line: 50lb - 65lb Braid
Leader: A rod Length 50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon

Capt. Ross’ Heavy Outfit - Sewell 8’ XH Hogy Swim Bait Rod 20-60lb. I had the
pleasure of helping hand select these blanks for strength, action, weight and
fishability. They feature a lightweight composite build, which reduces overall rod
weight, making a day of casting and retrieving large lures as comfortable as can be.
Traditional heavy-weight live bait rods can work, but due to excessive weight
become quite tiring after a few hours of angling. I make sure to use a very high
quality 8000 - 10000 size spinning reel with exceptionally smooth drag. Large
tarpon can quickly show any weakness in your tackle and drag systems. My
preference is the Shimano TwinPower 10000 spooled with 50lb Power Pro Braid.
Similar sized reels with 300yd 50lb braid capacity will work, but be sure to choose
one with a solid drag system.
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Typical Tarpon Outfits (cont)
The Shore Tarpon Setup: There are several tarpon fisheries accessible for shore
bound anglers and gearing up to target 100-pound plus fish from shore will require
some advanced techniques and high quality tackle. Northeast style surf rods
ranging from 9’ to 12’ lengths will greatly improve casting range and the addition
of a weather sealed reel will take the inevitable abuse from sand, salt and surf.

Reel Size: 8000 - 16000 size class
Typical Line: 50lb to 80lb Braid
Leader: A rod length of 50lb - 130lb Fluorocarbon

Capt. Ross’ Surf Tarpon Rod - Custom 10’ Century CTS H Spinning Rod. My go-to
setup for targeting big tarpon in the surf has plenty of back bone to put some
serious heat on a blistering tarpon run. You’ll need a high capacity reel, in my case
I’m using a Van Staal VS200 with 65lb braided line. This is a great all-purpose, get
down and dirty surf setup. It’s a bit of a meat grinder, but it holds up in some
extreme conditions and won’t fail if it gets dunked in some sandy surf water.

PART III
Breaking Down The Tarpon Migration: In the most basic form the tarpon
migration can be broken down into these key components: Water Temperate,
Latitude and Forage. Each plays an integral role on when you can expect the first
groups of tarpon to arrive at a given location.

Timing: As far as the contiguous United States is concerned, the tarpon migration
generally begins along the islands of the Lower Florida Keys in late February or
early March. The exact beginning can even begin a few weeks earlier during
exceptionally mild winters. The most influential trigger for these fish is water
temperate, followed by a series of sub-factors that help dictate where the fish may
be holding in a specific latitude during the migration.

• Temperature: Things officially get rolling once water temps have stabilized 
at 72 degrees; this isn’t exactly their preferred temperature, but it will be 
warm enough for the first leading groups of fish to begin pushing north. 
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Timing (cont): 

• Temperature (cont): Generally speaking, these early fish are often very 
large, with many fish averaging well over 150lbs. As temperatures creep 
toward 78 degrees, the main body of the migration will begin moving read-
ily. The optimal water temp for tarpon in 78-82 degrees.

• Latitude: Unfortunately, tarpon don’t appear out of thin air, even if water 
temps are ideal. Reports will begin in the Lower Keys and work their way 
northward along the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts, generally moving fifty to 
one hundred miles every month or so. Florida Keys - March to May, South 
Florida April to June, Central Florida May to July and the Panhandle and 
south Georgia July to September.

• Chasing Reports: There isn’t a replacement for time on the water to have 
a good idea where tarpon are holding and moving, too. Odds are, if you’re 
working off second-hand knowledge or internet reports, your best bet is 
anticipating where that body of fish may be moving toward, not where it 
was reported. In the spring, most fish will be headed northward, but will 
hold in an area if there is abundant forage and limited pressure. If you’re 
not finding fish in a reported area, move to the next major topographical 
feature along the coastline, which may be an inlet, pass, gut or bay. Tarpon 
frequently stop in areas for a few days before continuing onward.

• Tide: One of the most influential factors in finding tarpon that want to 
bite is not only locating them but timing the tide changes that turn on a 
short feeding window. Generally speaking, the beginng and end of a tide 
change offer a twenty to sixty minute feeding window where tarpon ac-
tively search out a meal. Tides play a critical role to when a fish will feed in 
specific location. We will cover spot specific tide cycles later on.

PART IV
Quick Tips For Casting and Jigging Tarpon

Casting and Jigging For Tarpon Can Be Broken Into 4 Categories: Assuming you
know or think tarpon are in a given area, here are a few casting techniques that can
be used.
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1. Sight Casting To Moving Fish: You’ll commonly find groups of tarpon 
moving along coastal beaches and inlets. These fish may mull around 
in an area for a few minutes, but are generally headed in a direction and 
moving at a good clip. You’ll want to anticipate a point ahead of them 
and quietly move ahead to intercept them; make sure to run wide of the 
fish and don’t run them over. It’s best to stay a long cast length away 
from the fish. in shallow clear water these fish can be spooked easily 
with any noise or quick rod movements. You’ll want to use a presen-
tation with very light water entry, I prefer to use a 7-inch or 10-inch 
Original Series Eel on an unweighted swim bait hook. Place your cast 
about six to eight feet ahead of the fish and just a couple feet across 
their face, this placement will allow you to begin a retrieve and hope-
fully have the lure come across their path within a foot or two. If you 
don’t get a great lead on the fish, your lure will appear to be chasing the 
tarpon and odds are they will quickly spook and probably not bite if you 
continue to follow them.

2. Sight Casting Laid Up Fish: These guys can be fun to target, as a sta-
tionary target, you’ve got a much better chance at getting good lure 
placement on the cast. Again, you’ll want to use a light presentation 
like the Original Series Eel with an Unweighted Swimbait Hook. Land 
your cast ahead of the fish, a couple feet and just on the other side of 
their head. Slowly swim the bait across their field of vision and adjust 
the retrieve speed based on their reaction. A slow twitch-pause retrieve 
works in most situations, while other times a very slow, steady retrieve 
may work best.

3. Blind Casting:

• Top Water: When fish are sporadically rolling and feeding in shallow 
areas, walk-the-dog style retrieves with Charter Grade Dog Walk-
ers & lightly weighted Hogy Originals are a great way for thoroughly 
covering an area. You’ll want to use a slow to medium speed retrieve 
for best results.

• Sub-Surface: When fish are rolling in deeper areas, or you’re in a 
shallow area on a windy day, fan casting Pro Tail Paddle Swimbait 
and Charter Grade Sliders are a great way to quickly cover ground
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and work the water column. Use a variety of retrieve depths, starting 
with surface retrieve, then allow the bait to sink for a few seconds 
before beginning the retrieve. Generally speaking, tarpon will hold 
in the upper 1/2 to 1/3 of the water column, although this isn’t al-
ways the case.

4. Working Structure: This is primarily used when tarpon are holding 
along bridges in heavy current. Heavier 1oz to 3oz HDUV Jigging Eels, 
Pro Tail Paddles and Eels are ideal for sweeping and swimming in the 
current. A well-placed cast far up current of the structure will allow 
enough time for the bait to sink into the lower water column and 
be worked very close to the structure. This is especially effective for 
fishing back eddies behind bridge pilings and fender systems.

PART IV
Location Specific Strategies: We’re going to develop successful strategies for tar-
geting tarpon in several common scenarios you will find migratory or residential 
tarpon in. These techniques are best deployed when you’ve got a good idea that 
tarpon are or should be in the area.

Shallow Flats and Bays

It’s hard to get more iconic in tarpon fishing than pursuing these fish in the super 
shallow, clear waters of South Florida. I’ve spent time poling along grass flats for 
these wary hunters from the Marquesas to Pine Island Sound. One thing has always 
been common: these fish are not happy to eat very often!

Between the deluge of boat traffic, sharks, greasy calm days and hull slap, purs-
ing tarpon in clear skinny waters can be equally frustrating as it is awe inspiring. 
These shallow water migrations begin in late January to early February in the lower 
keys, primarily dependent on long stretches of warm weather and east or southerly 
winds. Early season opportunities can be few and far between, with the “official” 
start to the migration occurring sometime in March in the lower keys, then wander-
ing its way northward on the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts well into midsummer.
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Notes: This is quite possibly the most exciting and iconic scenario for targeting 
tarpon. Anglers will need to utilize stealth, stalking and silence to maximize oppor-
tunities for success, as tarpon in shallow water will flee at the slightest unnatural 
vibration.

Go To Lures: Unweighted or lightly weighted Hogy Originals are ideal for working 
traditional tarpon migration routes along shallow grass flat pot holes and edges. 
On greasy calm days, smaller presentations like the 7-inch Original may be more 
productive. In windy conditions, the 10-inch Original’s larger profile offers a bigger 
target in the chop. Increased weight is also helpful for added casting distance. In 
weedy conditions, a Swim Bait Hook is preferred, while the Soft Circle Hook is ideal 
for clean water.

Methods: On sunny days, tarpon can be seen from a distance. Quietly poll or troll 
to position yourself well ahead of the incoming school. Anchor or stake out along 
side any sand bar, cut or edge the tarpon appear to be traveling along. Quietly wait 
until fish get into casting range, place an accurate cast across and in front of the 
lead fish. Work the soft bait with a slow twitch-pause or slow steady retrieve while 
keeping the rod tip low. 

Tips: Color choice is pretty simple on the flats. In sunny conditions choose Bone or 
Bubblegum patterns, on overcast days or choppy days, Black is extremely effective.
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INLAND CHANNELS

These backwater tarpon highways provide some of the most consistent fishing op-
portunities during the tarpon migration. Often, the most productive channels slith-
er their way through shallow flats like an artery, with branching veins reaching into 
nearby drop offs, sand bars and pot holes. These small changes in bottom contour 
create a variety of back eddies and current breaks with small drop offs into deeper 
water, easy and convenient locations for tarpon to congregate and feed with mini-
mal effort.  

You can easily locate these channels with a little homework studying area paper 
charts, or for the techie, using one of several applications like Google Earth or Navi-
onics. Highly trafficked channels can harbor fair populations of tarpon and some 
can offer some incredible fishing opportunities. But, these busy routes often go qui-
et once the late morning’s heavy boat and zipping jet skit traffic go full steam.  

Notes: Channels offer an opportunity to utilize topwater and subsurface tech-
niques. While large, deep channels can hold large numbers of fish, smaller shallow  
channels along grass flat edges can hold decent numbers of fish that may be less 
pressured and more apt to feed on artificial. 
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Notes: This is quite possibly the most exciting and iconic scenario for targeting 
tarpon. Anglers will need to utilize stealth, stalking and silence to maximize oppor-
tunities for success, as tarpon in shallow water will flee at the slightest unnatural 
vibration.

Seeing fish roll is a great indicator of where cast placement should be. When a fish 
rolls, try to cast five to eight feel up current from the fish and four to eight feet 
beyond. This allows you a moment to begin your retrieve and get the lure into full 
action before it arrives into the anticipated strike zone.

On windy or overcast days, a little heavier presentation can work well. I’ll normally 
switch between my unweighted Original Eel and a small or medium Pro Tail Paddle 
like the 4.25” or 5.5” 2oz model. Try to allow a little extra distance beyond the fish 
so the entry splash doesn’t spook them. On very choppy days tarpon can get pretty 
frisky and aggressive; in this case you can plant the bait quite close to the fish and 
begin the retrieve immediately.

Methods: Tarpon will be holding in channels at some point every day. Generally 
speaking, these areas are most active in the early morning before tarpon venture 
onto the flats or toward the evening as they move back into the channel for night 
feeding. These low light periods are always an ideal feeding time for tarpon and 
should be capitalized on whenever possible. Midday tarpon rolling in channels tend 
to be pretty finicky and often ignore offerings.

Approach: Locate an area with a sharp drop off, back eddy, quick bend, or sand bar 
dropping into deeper water. Any of these feature changes create a stopping point 
for tarpon as they move in and out of the channel with the tide. Stake out your boat 
along the shallow edge of the channel within long casting distance of the attractive 
feature. 

On a falling tide fish will often be sliding into the channel from the flats, so you’ll 
want keep an eye 360 degrees around you for fish pushing into deeper water. On a 
rising tide, you’ll find fish coming in with the tide, popping out of the channel and 
making their way toward the shallows. 

Tips: For best luck on midday channel tarpon, focus on targeting fish right around 
tide changes, particularly the first third of an outgoing tide. 
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Tips (cont): The fish will generally feed hard for a short period as the first flush of 
forage washes off the flats. If fish are unresponsive, seek out adjacent flats for ac-
tively feeding tarpon and return to channels around low light for better success.

TARPON BRIDGES 
I’ve probably spent as much time fishing under and around bridges as I’ve spent 
fishing all other locations combined. These man-made structures offer all the lux-
uries tarpon enjoy. Ambush points, current, access to deep water and of course an 
endless supply of forage. They are certainly one of the easiest areas to find and tar-
get tarpon, along with a wide variety of species, but also offer a complex set of chal-
lenges for consistent success. 

Methods: Bridge fishing is a traditional and iconic method for targeting tarpon 
along the Florida Keys. An endless expanse of concrete and steel dot the horizon all 
the way to Key West. Practically every bridge along the way will have tarpon of some 
size living nearby. Generally speaking, the smaller and shallower the bridges will 
harbor populations of Juveniles feeding on small shrimp and glass minnows, while 
the expansive spans of the middle and lower keys tend to attract the largest popu-
lations of adult tarpon feeding on crabs, mullet, pilchards and eels flushed out from 
the shallows.
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Daytime Approach: For sake of discussion, I’ll use the Bahia Honda bridge system 
as my example for daytime tarpon around bridges. If you’re not familiar, the Bahia 
Honda Channel is a prime example of deep water and fast current. This gap allows 
water to pass from the Atlantic to Gulf waters and the current velocity can be tre-
mendous. Tarpon gather here for several months, taking advantage of the tidal 
forage buffet that opens every 6 hours. While many guides and rec anglers prefer to 
use live baits such as crabs and mullet, heavily weighted black HDUV Eels presen-
tations fished deep in the water column along the back eddies have a been not so 
secret weapon for well over a decade.  

• Location Breakdown: You’ll find fish holding in three primary areas along 
the bridge structure and channel. Each has a specific method for the best 
chances of success.

1. Up Tide Staging Along Bridge: It’s common to see small scattered 
groups of tarpon sliding alongside the up-tide shadow line of the 
bridge. These fish are expending a lot of energy to hold their positions 
and may move between spot 1 and spot 2 during a tide. These quickly 
cruising fish can be a challenge to present, too.  

The current is often very fast, quickly sweeping your lure into structure 
and snags. The best method I’ve found to target these groups is to an-
chor or stem the tide with a trolling motor 25 to 30 yards ahead of the 
bridge piling the fish are hanging around. I’ll then make a short 10-yard 
cast behind the boat using a 2oz or 3oz Barbarian Jig & 9-inch black 
HDUV Eel. 

With my fingers, I’ll feather out slack, allowing the jig to hit bottom. 
The current will quickly pick up the jig, so you’ll want to get a couple 
short rod tip twitches in to work the bait. As the bait rises back up in 
the current, pay out another bit of controlled slack until the jig hits bot-
tom and repeat the jigging motion until the jig is presented alongside 
the bridge piling. I’ve found if a fish is going to eat this presentation, 
it’s usually within 10 yards of the piling, just after giving the lure a few 
twitches along the bottom. 
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2. Down Tide Back Eddies: Located in current breaks downside of bridge 
pilings, these tarpon generally hang in a tight area for a duration of the 
tide. This is a classic feeding zone in a low energy output area and of-
ten the most productive area to fish. If current is light, stem the tide 
between two pilings using a trolling motor. If you don’t have one or the 
current is too strong, you’ll want to moor up to one of the pilings using 
a quick release rope system. Ideally you’ll want to be able to cast across 
the back eddy, close to the back of the piling. This will allow your bait 
to swing with the current, subsurface and into the feeding zone. If boat 
traffic or anchor position make that difficult, you’ll want to use a simi-
lar back dropping technique as described in spot 

3. Open Channel Away From Structure: There’s a very good chance you’ll 
be seeing quite a bit of commotion with fish breaking well past the 
current breaks and structure of the bridge. These fish may be more 
interested in daisy-chaining with their pals and can be difficult to track 
in open water and fast current. I’ve found fish holding in the shallower 
portions of the main channel to have a much higher tendency to feed. 
So, if possible, head toward the channel edge as it shallows up and work 
groups of rolling fish in that area. Lightly weighted 10-inch and 7-inch 
Originals swung with the tide can be very effective. For sub-surface 
presentations a 2oz or 3oz Pro Tail Paddle cast across tide and retrieved 
at a steady pace can provide results. 

 After-Hours Approach: Please exercise safety when fishing at night for tar-
pon.Water conditions near bridges can change and deteriorate rapidly and extra 
caution should be used before heading out after dark. That said, night fishing 
around bridges is arguably one of the easiest and most reliable ways of capturing 
a tarpon. During early summer months, when migratory tarpon populations are 
peaking, it’s worth hitting the water just after dark. While the sunset bite can 
be very productive, there is usually an hour just after dark that is pretty quiet.  
During this time, predatory fish like the tarpon need some time to allow their 
eyes to adjust to the change in ambient light. This period appears to be a transi-
tion period for tarpon to move in and congregate around the bridges. During the 
day, these groups of fish are feeding along nearby beaches, passes and flats. At 
night they move in around the bridge structure to begin the night feeding.
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Why Bridges At Night? An entire ocean’s food chain unfolds before your eyes with 
a rolling tide. Small shrimp, crabs and baitfish are swept out from nearby grass 
flats. Some of these small crustaceans are looking to spawn, while others are sim-
ply helpless against the heavy current. This nightly bait flush is just like a pro-
tein-packed buffet bar for tarpon. A seemingly endless supply of potential forage is 
sent through the lights like a conveyer belt. 

Two Bridge Scenarios: There’s generally two styles of bridges, those with overhead 
roadway lights and/or channel marker lighting and completely unlit bridges. Both 
lit and unlit bridges can be very productive, but you’ll find that fish tend to hold in 
different areas depending on ambient light sources. 

Lit Bridges: Overhead lights along the bridges roadway will cast shadow lines below 
along the water surface. These shadow lines become staging and ambush points for 
tarpon to feed on nearby forage. Generally speaking, baitfish will try their best to 
stay in well-lit areas, usually schooled up tightly to try and survive the tide. For the 
most part, tarpon will be just down tide of these bait schools, holding just inside the 
shadow line darkness looking for an easy opportunity to feed. Staging points are 
generally both up and down tide of bridge pilings and fender systems; on a given 
bridge you may find that fish feed up tide more actively while the current is mild to 
moderate, then move toward slack water and eddies down tide of bridge pilings as 
the current increases.

Two Methods For Fishing Lit Bridges: These two methods are a great starting point 
for targeting tarpon holding along bridges with shadow lines. 

1. Baitfish will almost always stage on the lit side of a shadow line, often on 
both the up tide and down tide side of the bridge. You can look for bait 
swimming near the surface, or use your electronics to find concentra-
tions along the bridge. Depending on location and tide, bait can stack up 
in the shallows, or along the center of a bridge, near the navigation chan-
nel fender system. Generally, tarpon will be staging near the greatest bait 
concentrations, so focusing your angling effort in these areas is a great way 
to maximize your time ROI.
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• Staging Up Tide - This is a great method when fishing bridges with 
mild to moderate current. I’ll use my trolling motor to stem the tide and 
position my boat justup tide of the light line. Using trolling motor fea-
tures like spot lock can be veryhelpful to keep you in position. Once in 
position, I”ll make long casts parallel to the light line and allow my bait 
to swim back just inside the dark side of the  shadow line. 90% of the 
tarpon will be waiting in ambush in this area and pre senting a bait is 
pretty simple. My go-to presentation is a large swim bait and I  prefer 
the 8-inch HDUV Paddle on a 1oz or 2oz Barbarian Jig Head, or a Pro 
Tail Paddle, 2oz or 3oz in black or bone. Using a slow to medium speed 
steady retrieve is a great method for swimming this feeding zone.

    

 

• Staging Down Tide - When current is at maximum velocity, staging 
down tide is often the only viable option for safely fishing near the 
bridge structure. Position your boat along the back eddies formed from 
the pilings. There will be significantly less current for you to manage, 
and it will allow for a good casting angle. Present  your lures by casting 
through the bridge, toward the up tide shadow line. You’ll swim your 
lure through the entire feeding zone, which is the dark area behind the 
shadow line, under the bridge itself and back into the down tide shadow 
line. Tarpon will often be hanging in these dark areas, waiting to feed. 
I find spending some time to listen and watch for surface rolls, splash-
es, or feeding is the best way to figure out where to begin fishing. If you 
don’t see any surface activity, begin fishing areas with the biggest con-
centrations of bait fish. Tarpon shouldn’t be too far away.
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2. Fishing unlit bridges is very common throughout the Florida Keys and can 
be just as effective as fishing lit bridges. They can be a little daunting to 
navigate, so make sure to spend some time scouting during daylight hours 
to get familiar with your surroundings. On a moving tide, tarpon should 
give their location away pretty quickly if you listen for the loud  splashing 
of fish feeding near the surface.

• Working The Darkness - Unlike lit bridges, baitfish don’t have the 
security of lit areas to concentrate and hide. So, you’ll often find 
that bait is trying to hold around structure that breaks up the cur-
rent. Look for the best activity around back eddies formed down tide 
from bridge columns. Use your fish finder to locate concentrations 
of bait, you’ll often mark tarpon while idling around as well. Use the 
same lure presentations:  8-inch HDUV Paddles and 2oz to 3oz Pro 
Tail Paddles in black or silver. Make sure to swing your baits natural-
ly with the tide while working these current breaks, imparting very 
little unnatural movement. 

• On occasion, the channel and fender system will have lights marking 
a tide gauge. This little area of illumination can concentrate bait and 
become a feeding zone as well. I prefer setting up parallel to the lit 
area about a cast length away, then swim my lure with the current 
into the outside edges of the shadow line cast from the light. Tarpon 
will stage all around the dark edges and can also been seen rolling in 
the lit area feeding as well.

OCEAN/ GULFSIDE MIGRATION 
Tarpon make their annual migration along coastal beaches. While the timing of 
their arrival is largely based on water temperature and forage, this set of techniques 
is very productive when targeting tarpon in open water along their migratory route. 
There are several different feeding patterns along this route, and I’ll go into detail 
on a few of the events that offer excellent fishing opportunities. 

In this section we will cover 4 classic migration scenarios:
• Gulf Coast Migration
• Summer Minnow Run
• Summer Pogy Run
• Fall Mullet Run
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GULF COAST MIGRATION 
I’m fortunate enough to have local access to the famed tarpon grounds of Boca 
Grande, Sanibel and Captiva Islands along the coast of Southwest Florida. We begin 
seeing the early arrival of tarpon schools fresh out of the Florida Keys and Ever-
glades in early to mid-April. We tend to see the greatest numbers show up within 
a week or two of the primary forage, threadfin herring showing up en masse along 
the beaches. These bait schools normally hang out a little deeper, in twelve to thirty 
feet of water. 

This deepwater fishery can be a little challenging when targeting fish with artificial. 
You’ve got a lot of water column to cover and the fish are constantly on the move. 
Generally speaking, when the tarpon are in a feeding mood, they will be in the up-
per third of the water column. Also, like most predatory species, the peak feeding 
periods are often right around first and last light. Getting an early start to the fish-
ing grounds to capitalize on this golden hour or two is highly recommended, espe-
cially for anglers looking to hook up with lures.

Methods: Threadfin are a fairly large baitfish, reaching about seven to ten inches 
in length, so larger offerings like the 7-inch and 10-inch Original Eel work great for 
unweighted topwater presentations.
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Methods (cont): I’ll use a variety of colors, but generally stick to bone, olive, silver 
or black. On bright sunny days the bone and olive tend to do very well, while silver 
and black perform well in overcast or choppy conditions. 

Hunting beach tarpon is a very visual endeavor. There is a lot of water available for 
fish, so keeping an eye on the horizon for any activity signaling their location is key. 
Frequently, you’ll see tarpon rolling, free jumping or tail slapping. That’s an obvi-
ous give away. If I’m not seeing any direct activity, I’ll keep an eye out for frigates or 
pelicans feeding on the surface or nervous bait schools.

Technique: I prefer to use my heavier tarpon outfit, described at the beginning of 
this article. You’ll need to utilize the heavy backbone of stout tackle while fighting 
these fish in deeper water. A good portion of the battle will be a vertical tug-o-war 
and a lightweight rod will not offer enough muscle to control the fish. On that out-
fit, I’ll use 60lb to 80lb fluorocarbon if the water is a little off color, while dropping 
down to 40lb or 50lb may be necessary if the water is gin clear.

Daisy Chaining: is a common phenomena during the migration, with tarpon swim-
ming together in a loop nose to tail near the surface. This is an excellent opportuni-
ty for a delicate topwater presentation, like an unweighted 10-inch Original rigged 
on a swim bait hook. 
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In a best-case scenario, you’ll be able attract the attention of a fish and pull it off 
the school without really spooking the rest. Use a slow twitch/pause retrieve, with 
one to two second pauses every ten feet; this is usually very effective. Once a fish 
begins tracking the bait, maintain the same pace and twitching rate, allowing the 
fish to slowly track your lure and attack. Tighten up your slack quickly and send the 
hook point home with a very strong hook set. 

Bait School Attacks: If you’ve located a group of tarpon pushing bait toward the 
surface into a feeding frenzy, good for you, it’s going to be a good time! These hap-
pen fairly often, but it’s hard to know when and exactly where the feeding spree 
will be triggered. My go-to in these scenarios is the 6.5” Pro Tail Paddle in 2oz or 
3oz weight. These heavier baits can be accurately heaved long distances, useful for 
casting to feeding fish without getting too close and spooking them. When possi-
ble, aim for the outside edges of the feeding zone and begin your retrieve as soon as 
the lure hits the water. I use a slow to medium steady pace retrieve, simulating an 
unsuspected or tired bait fish moving away from the school. Tarpon are lazy feeders 
and prefer to attack a bait that’s not moving away from them quickly. If you find 
the surface retrieve isn’t getting any intention, allow a four to eight second pause 
for the lure to sink down before beginning your steady retrieve. Every ten to twenty 
feet, give it another few second pause before continuing reeling in.

THE MINNOW RUN 
There are several baitfish fry hatches that occur along the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts. 
Along East Central Florida, it’s generally and red minnow or silverside, while on 
the Gulf side it’s silversides or tiny threadfin herring that make up the bulk of the 
biomass. These biomass accumulations happen very close to shore along coast-
al beaches, giving shore-bound anglers front row seats to fishing of epic propor-
tions. Boat anglers have the advantage of covering miles of shoreline to find the 
most productive bait schools quickly. The lures and techniques for targeting tarpon 
during the minnow run can be used by both shore and boat anglers.

Timing: These minnow runs usually happen in late July into early August along the 
coast of Central Florida, while the Gulf runs happen a little later in September and 
October. Both have the same characteristics, with massive schools of baitfish col-
lecting in very close to shore in the first trough, out to maybe one hundred yards 
out.
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Methods: Smaller, lightweight presentations are key for imitating micro forage. 
Trophy grade rigging found on the smallest 3.5-inch, 4.25-inch and 5.5-inch Pro 
Tail Paddles are an excellent choice for casting into the shallow surf. I’ll general-
ly utilize my lightweight tarpon setup, with 30lb braid and 50lb fluoro. This offers 
an ideal balance for casting lighter lures and fighting fish in shallow water. Small 
sub-surface swimming plugs, like the 5.5-inch Charter Grade Slider also work very 
well for both shore and boat anglers.

Techniques: When the minnow run is in full swing, tarpon can be seen viciously 
feeding through these massive bait schools. Tarpon will often be seen gulp feed-
ing, tail slapping and leaping entirely out of the water. It’s really one of the most 
exciting feeding events tarpon anglers can witness. I’ll normally start by throwing 
a Black Pro Tail Paddle, using heavier 2oz., 5.5-inch models when the surf is kicked 
up, or when fishing from shore. This lure offers long casting range on appropriate 
tackle, and allows boat anglers to stay a safe distance away from any breaking swells 
that may be rolling up the sand bar. On calmer days, sizing down to the 4.25-inch or 
3.5-inch models offer a more imitative presentation and get bit when fish get a bit 
finicky and reject larger presentations. 

Try to place your casts along the outside edges of bait schools, giving your lure the 
chance to be seen and targeted by a roaming fish. It’s much harder for a fish to find 
your bait when you cast directly into a school of hundreds of thousands baitfish. 
Utilize a steady retrieve just a few inches below the surface. Tarpon will track the 
bait a short distance before committing to strike.

Alternatively, if you find small groups of fish meandering on their own outside the 
bait schools, lead the fish and cast ahead of their travel path by five to ten feet. 
Begin your steady retrieve across their path and odds are the fish will pull off, track 
down and strike your lure. I’m generally using black, as it’s my favorite color for 
tarpon, but some days an olive or silver pattern can be the ticket.

THE MINNOW RUN - SHORE ANGLERS
One of the most productive opportunities for shore anglers to target big numbers 
of tarpon happens during the minnow run. Due to the minnows’ preference for 
close proximity to the surf line, tarpon are often very close to the beach, well within 
range of anglers using traditional tarpon rod setups.  
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Many anglers prefer to use their heavy tarpon rod setups when targeting shore 
tarpon for the added benefit of increased line capacity. Shallow water tarpon often 
take off on blistering 50 - 125 yard runs when they feel the hook, so an adequately 
spooled reel should be used when attempting to target these fish.  

Technique: Smaller profile Pro Tail Paddles in the 3.5-inch, 4.25-inch and 5.5-inch 
range are the most popular. These heavy paddle tails feature enough weight for 
casting on heavier outfits and carry a strong enough hook to land even the largest 
tarpon feeding in the shallows. Similar to boat presentations, casts should be placed 
along the outside edges of minnow schools where tarpon have an opportunity to 
see a single bait broken away from the school. Slow stop-and-go retrieves can work 
very well, letting the bait fall to the bottom for a moment before beginning the 
steady retrieve again.

Color wise, black sliver, bone, olive and black all work very well at imitating the 
darker pattern of the red minnows. The smallest size Pro Tail Paddles are best suit-
ed for slick calm days when fish may be hesitant to hit larger offerings. On choppy 
days and high surf, the larger 5.5-inch Pro Tail is a top choice, offering a larger pro-
file and extra casting weight for added distance and its ability to swim a few inches 
below the surface.

THE MULLET RUN 
One of Florida’s most iconic bait migrations. The mullet run begins in early fall 
once the summer’s heat just begins to break. The sheer volume of forage that col-
lects along the beach is astounding in itself. Miles and miles and millions of mullet 
tightly school together, making their best effort to move south toward the Florida 
Keys before the onset of winter. Along this journey, countless predators do their 
best to diminish their numbers. Tarpon are a key predator species during this mi-
gration, with sharks, jacks, mackerel, snook and redfish all taking their fair share 
as well. The mullet run, like the minnow run, offers shore anglers excellent oppor-
tunities for targeting trophy grade fish right from the surf. Mullet will often hang 
right inside the first break on the beach, well within casting distance of anglers us-
ing heavy surf casting outfits, making it an ideal opportunity to use large Hogy Pro 
Tail Paddle Swim Baits, Charter Grade Plugs and unweighted Original Series Topwa-
ters.
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Timing: The mullet run begins up in the Carolinas and as it moves southward to-
ward Florida, picks up any lingering tarpon along the way. Timing the run really de-
pends on the first couple cool fronts to hit the coast, but generally it begins in mid 
to late September and peaks in October. It may go into early November depending 
on any tropical storm activity that breaks up the party. 

Method: There will often be two different sizes of mullet, generally sticking togeth-
er with other fish of the same size. Finger mullet, ranging from three to five inches 
are most common along the coastal inlets and back bays near ocean access. These 
smaller profile baitfish are best imitated with the 4.25-inch and 5.5-inch Pro Tail 
Paddles and 5-inch Charter Grade Silders.  Silver and black silver are excellent for 
imitating mullet and work very well both day and night. 

The larger size mullet will generally be eight to twelve inches long and generally 
have the largest predators following them. Large sharks, massive jack crevalle and 
bull redfish often join alongside tarpon feeding on these larger mullet. When fish-
ing around these larger baits, I’ll go to the 6.5-inch Pro Tail Paddle in 2oz or 3oz. 
Also, the larger 9-inch HDUV Jigging Eels paired on 2oz Barbarian Jig Heads offer a 
large profile that gets noticed from a distance. Early light offers a great opportunity 
to deploy large top water plugs like the Charter Grade Dog Walker and Popper. 

Locating Productive Schools: Unfortunately, not every mullet school on the beach 
is going to offer epic fishing. A good portion of the mullet will be unmolested and 
will slowly be meandering southward down the beach. I’ll generally cruise along 
the beach, keeping a keen eye on each school for nervous activity. Tarpon will of-
ten make their presence known by free jumping, tail slapping or rolling sideways 
through the school. My best advice is to continue cruising the mullet schools until 
you find one that’s got some good activity on it.

Technique: You’ll want to utilized both tarpon spinning outfits during the mullet 
run. When throwing smaller profile baits like the 4.25-inch and 5.5-inch Pro Tail 
Paddles, the lightweight outfit offers great castablity and comfort for a full day of 
fishing. This is a well-balanced outfit for targeting the smaller tarpon that feed on 
the smaller mullet along sea walls, inside inlets and back bays.

Once I head oceanside for the adult tarpon, I’ll generally use my heavier outfit as 
tarpon during the mullet run generally run 70lb to 120lb and this outfit is perfect for 
putting the heat on them for a quick fight and healthy release.
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Similar to the minnow run, you’ll find the best success making your presentations 
along the outside edges of the mullet school and targeting smaller groups in indi-
vidual fish away from the main mullet run. Singling out fish with accurate casts and 
blind casting along the outside edges of the school are the most productive methods 
for getting hooked up. You’ll want to bump up to 60lb or 80lb fluorocarbon when 
fishing the mullet run, as abrasion from rubbing against other feeding fish is com-
mon and can quickly wear down light leaders.

As with most tarpon retrieves, a slow to medium, steady speed retrieve often pro-
duces the best action. Pause occasionally to allow the bait to sink a few feet, but 
avoid highly erratic jerking of the lure, which can spook the fish.

FISHING INLETS AND PASSES FOR TARPON 
Inlets and passes offer the perfect combination of forage, current, structure and 
passageways between the ocean and inland waterways. There is a good chance that 
tarpon will be available at nearly any Florida coastal inlet or pass at some point 
during their annual migration. Generally speaking, inlets and passes feature deep 
water and fast moving current, requiring anglers to deploy a heavier range of pre-
sentations to appropriately cover the water column. 

Jetties in particular offer deepwater access for shore bound anglers, but both shore-
bound and boat anglers have excellent opportunities for targeting tarpon around 
inlets and passes.
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Please note fishing inlets and passes can be very dangerous due to boat traffic, 
quickly changing water conditions and extremely fast currents. 

Location Break Down: The most productive fishing areas in an inlet will be in close 
proximity to current breaks and back eddies. Most commonly, these areas will be 
created near rock jetty formations and abrupt depth changes in the main channel. 
These depth changes are usually in the form of ledges or sand bars, which can be 
seen on any navigational chart. Ledges are permanent features, while sand bars can 
shift position throughout the season. 

SHORE ANGLERS 
Shore bound anglers will have some distinct advantages for targeting inlet tarpon in 
some productive scenarios, especially during inclement weather and after dark. 

Many of the best bites for the shore-bound around inlets and passes will occur at 
low light and deep into the night. Generally speaking, an outgoing tide presents the 
best opportunities for anglers to reach giant tarpon that come in close to feed near 
jetties and the back eddies formed nearshore. 

Shore Fishing the Channel: Depending on the velocity of the tide & current, tar-
pon may stage up right in the main inlet, feeding on bait flushing. This is a fan-
tastic opportunity for launching large, heavy swim baits to cover a lot of water. My 
top choice for making these 50 - 90 yard casts are heavy 3oz - 5oz Pro Tail Paddle 
Swim Baits. They have a perfect profile at 6.5”, which easily imitates a wide variety 
of forage that may be sweeping out with the tide. The extra heavy weight allows for 
extreme casting distance and the heavy thumping tail provides enough lift on the 
retrieve to keep the paddle tail in the upper water column without fear of snagging 
on the bottom.

Backwash Around Jetties: Take time to visit these inlets and passes during the 
day to see how water behaves on both incoming and outgoing tides. Take photos of 
where back eddies form, easily seen by areas of slicked out water behind a rough or 
choppy area. There are high odds fish will use these disturbed water areas as feed-
ing stations when conditions are right. Many jetties will have these on the outside 
edges, opposite of the inlet. 
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Water will curl around the point and break direction, causing a large wash area to 
form. This area has significantly less current, making it an easy spot for fish to hold 
and wait for bait to swept to them. 

Technique: You’ll have the best success making long casts at a 45-degree angle up 
tide, this will allow your bait to be presented as it’s drifting with the current for 
about eighty percent of the retrieve. The bottom of inlets are usually littered with 
limestone and snags, so keeping the bait presented near the surface is key. Fortu-
nately, big paddle tails like the Pro Tails are easy to swim near the surface by keep-
ing your rod tip up and using a constant retrieve. Sub-surface plugs like the Charter 
Grade Slider are another excellent option for long casting range and a perfect side to 
side swimming motion in the feeding zone one to five feet below the surface.

RESIDENTIAL CANAL & MARINA BASIN TARPON 
There are thousands of miles of residential canals along South Florida and the Flor-
ida Keys. Juvenile tarpon use these protected areas for several years before moving 
offshore to join the main tarpon migration. On occasion, large adult tarpon will also 
inhabit these waters year-round, offering unique angler opportunities for water 
front home owners, kayakers and small boat owners. While not every canal system 
will have tarpon in it, the ones that do harbor a residential population can offer 
year-round angling opportunities. Canal tarpon can be notoriously picky, but with 
these following tips and tricks you’ve got a good chance at hooking up. 

You may have a hard time getting local information about which canal systems hold 
residential tarpon. If that’s the case, it’s best to take a look at a local chart and scout 
out the deepest canal systems. If a chart is unavailable, keep an eye out for docks 
with large cabin cruisers and sailboats, as they need deep water for navigation.

CANAL JUVENILES 
A majority of canal tarpon will be in the 5lb to 4olb range, often times these small 
tarpon can be seen tail slapping or rolling on the surface. A light tackle outfit will 
be the most enjoyable for casting to these Silver Princes. I’ll usually grab one of my 
flats spinning outfits for throwing 1/4oz to 1oz jigs. A 7’ medium 12-17lb outfit with 
a 3000-5000 size reel, 20lb braid and 40lb Fluorocarbon is perfect.
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Approach: I’ll have the best success with these picky eaters by throwing a light 
weight 3.5inch Pro Tail Paddle or 4-inch Skinny on a 1/4oz jig head. Sight casting at 
rolling fish, then imparting a vertical jigging presentation worked in the mid water 
column tends to get bit the most often. Just after a fish rolls, make a cast within two 
feet of the roll. Let the jig sink to about one third the depth of the canal. So if it’s 
15 feet deep, I’ll let it sink for a five count, getting down about five feet, then begin 
my retrieve. Just after I hit my preferred depth, I’ll give my rod tip two quick, sharp 
ten-inch snaps. This will cause the lure to quickly dart upwards, then with a slightly 
slack line I’ll allow the jig to sink down two to three feet. I find canal tarpon eat a jig 
on the fall ninety percent of the time. Repeat this twitch-twitch pause retrieve back 
to the boat. Repeat the technique at every rolling fish within casting distance. On a 
good day, I’ll usually hook up about 1 in every 6 perfect casts to a fish. 

CANAL ADULTS 
While not as common, there are certain canal systems that harbor some tru-
ly massive tarpon. I’m not sure if they’ve retired from the mating game, 
or just prefer to lounge in their home waters instead of heading offshore 
to join the migration. These populations are closely guarded secrets and 
are usually just stumbled upon while navigating around local water ways. 
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Approach: These fish have been around for a very long time and have likely seen 
just about everything thrown at them over the years. They are very difficult to 
catch, but not impossible. Downsized presentations often get the nod over larger, 
noisier presentations. So, mid-sized 5.5-inch Pro Tail Paddles and 7-inch Original 
Eels become the bait of choice. Similar to other tarpon scenarios, a slow and steady 
surface retrieve is ideal.  

Make long casts down the center of deepwater canal systems and begin your re-
trieve just after the lure lands. Keep you rod tip low and be prepared to set the hook 
at the slightest bump. Often times these canal fish won’t aggressively attack a lure, 
but they will lightly pop up and bump it as it goes by.  Likewise, a traditional walk-
the-dog style retrieve with the 7-inch Original Series rigged on an unweighted 
swim bait hook is a great topwater option during low light. Keep the color selection 
simple: bone, black and silver are all good choices. 

To maximize your chances of hooking these large canal tarpon, focus your angling 
efforts around first and last light. The fish should be in a more aggressive feeding 
mood and less likely to ignore an artificial presentation. If you’re lucky enough to be 
a waterfront resident with tarpon in your back yard, this would go great with your 
morning cup of coffee or evening beverage!

TARPON TROLLING TECHNIQUES 
Trolling for tarpon is relatively uncommon outside of the northern Gulf of Mexico, 
but can be very effective at locating scattered fish in open water. With the aid of ad-
vanced side scan technology, you can present baits in multiples depths while cov-
ering a wide area, looking for groups of fish suspended and showing limited signs of 
surface activity.

Here in Southwest Florida a handful veteran tarpon guides like to impart a tuna 
style trolling method relying on a simple modification to Power Pole shallow wa-
ter anchors. The device and technique may seem a little farfetched, but with a little 
practice it can become a productive method to employ for scattered fish in deep 
water. 

For anglers who may not have access to Power Poles on their vessel, I’ll also cover a 
couple inexpensive tips for getting your baits down on the troll.
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Several rods can be deployed using this method. For surface rods, utilizing a 4oz - 
6oz Pro Tail Paddle, stout conventional tackle is recommended. When deploying 
baits on the Power Pole fat line clip your heavy action tarpon rod will work just fine. 
If you’re deploying a down rigger weight, conventional tackle is recommended as 
well. 

Fishing The Spread: Baits on the surface should be counted back in five second 
increments (five seconds back will be fishing two to three feet deep) while a bait at 
twenty seconds is probably swimming about six to eight feet deep. When deploy-
ing baits on the Power Pole clip, let them back for about five seconds, giving them 
about thirty to thirty five feet of line off the stern. Attach them to the outrigger clip 
and extend the Power Pole three to five feet deep. The same five second, thirty foot 
length shot of line should be used when attaching to a down rigger weight as well.

Speed: This spread is trolled very slowly! Speed is crucial for success and many an-
glers prefer to use a trolling motor to finely tune the trolling speed. The ideal speed 
will be about 1.5 - 2.25 mph,  just enough for the paddle tail to have a consistent 
thumping action. Increasing speed will not improve you catch using this technique! 

On A Bite: When a bite occurs, allow the fish to set the hook on itself using the rod 
and drag to drive the hook home inside the jaw. Have a second angler begin clearing 
rods while another angler begins to fight the fish. Some anglers prefer to leave lines 
in the water during a hookup, as odds of a second fish coming in for another lure are 
pretty good.

THE PALOLO WORM HATCH 
Many have heard of the biblical tarpon fishing that occurs on a Palolo worm hatch 
in the Lower Florida Keys. Timed around the full moon cycle in May and sometimes 
June, specific conditions trigger a common sea worm to begin a unique spawning 
behavior en masse. The Palolo worm will break off half of its body, releasing its tail 
section into the current; this tail section contains the reproductive cells for the or-
ganism. Once released, the tails swim toward the surface and drift together on the 
tide. These tens of thousands of small wriggling worms attract a variety of species 
and trigger a feeding frenzy of epic proportions.  
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Tarpon are a key predator on during this event, staging up by the thousands mere 
hours before the event begins. Once the tails are released, tarpon can be seen 
drunkenly slurping worms from the surface along any deepwater canal, cut or 
bridge system. It’s truly a sight to behold, as the entire body of water erupts into a 
feeding frenzy. 

Catching tarpon during a hatch can range from extremely easy to downright infuri-
atingly difficult. Many old-time guides have found “secret” methods for imitating 
these tiny worms and getting their fair share of tarpon in the air.

Worm Imitator: Hogy has released a Palolo Worm imitator, based on a design from 
a popular tackle shop in Marathon Key. This small 5” long, yarn-thin soft bait 
closely imitates the wriggling action and profile of a drifting Palolo worm. Due to its 
light weight and delicate body shape, a casting egg is often used for additional cast-
ing weight.

These casting eggs are partially filled with water to add weight, yet retain enough 
buoyancy to float on the surface. A short 4-foot section of light fluorocarbon leader 
is attached to the egg and then to a small, stout hook, which is affixed to the worm 
imitator. 
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Presentation: You will not need to impart any action to your Palolo worm once 
it’s cast into the current. Using your fingertips, slowly pay out slack line, just fast 
enough to allow the bait to drift naturally with the current. The bite can be very del-
icate when a tarpon eats the worm, so pay attention to any slight ticks on the line 
during the drift, but on occasion, a tarpon will attack the worm imitator with a large 
surface explosion just to keep things interesting. After the strike, manually close 
the reel’s bail and quickly pickup any slack. Allow the fish to come tight on the hook 
and begin it’s run before setting the hook. With these small, light wire hooks, the 
hooks are nearly always set during the first few moments of a strike.

The entire worm hatch event may only last for a few hours, generally through an 
entire outgoing tide cycle and just as quickly as the action began, things return to 
normal as if the event never happened in the first place.
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THE TARPON LURE GUIDE 
Choosing the correct lure profile, color and weight for a specific scenario will vastly 
improve ROI on your fishing efforts. While many lures can and will hook fish in just 
about any scenario, choosing the right item for the job can significantly improve the 
number of bites you’ll have in the given conditions.  

You’ll find there are 5 categories of products that are used to cover a variety of con-
ditions. Within each product category, there are specific sizes and colors that will 
produce better considering available forage, water clarity, current and depth. 

PRO TAIL PADDLE SWIM BAITS 
One of our most versatile and popular lure styles. The Pro Tail Paddles are a simple 
and convenient way to present multiple baitfish profile sizes in a trophy grade pre-
sentation. These Heavy Duty Soft Baits feature a durable soft plastic body capable of 
withstanding damage from numerous tarpon. The imitative baitfish profile is ideal 
for imitating a variety of forage species like Mullet, Threadfin, Silver Sides, Sar-
dines, Pogy, Pinfish and Croaker.

Sizing: Available in sizes ranging from 3.5” to 6.5” in a variety of weights. The fol-
lowing guideline is assist you in choosing the right size for a given baitfish. 

Retrieve: The Pro Tail Paddles can be fished several ways. The heavy thumping tail 
is excellent when used on a medium to medium fast steady retrieve. In deeper wa-
ter, an occasional pause and stop retrieve allows the lure to sink, then rise, moving 
the bait through the feeding zone.

Color Selection: Color choices for tarpon can be fairly simple. During daylight hours, 
brighter colors like Bone, Olive, Black Silver and Blue Herring cover a number of 
bait fish patterns. In low light and night fishing conditions, darker colors like Black 
Silver and Black Purple Flake are an excellent choice.
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Size: 3.5” 1oz Pro Tail Paddle
• Ideal for imitating the smallest of forage in a tight, heavy duty package. 

This size is recommended for imitating tiny silversides, threadfin, micro 
mullet and red minnows during the East and West Coast Minnow Run. 
An ideal option when tarpon are gulp feeding on micro baits and avoiding 
larger profile options. Lighter fluorocarbon leader in 40lb to 6olb test is 
recommended.

Size: 4.25” 1.25oz Pro Tail Paddle 
• This very popular size is a favorite for imitating medium sized threadfin 

herring, scaled sardines and finger mullet. Weighing in at 1.25oz, it offers 
excellent casting distance, even on heavier tarpon setups. Lighter fluoro-
carbon leader in 40lb to 6olb test is recommended. 

Size: 5.5” 2oz, 3oz Pro Tail Paddle 
• Our #1 selling Pro Tail Paddle for tarpon anglers, the 5.5” Paddle offers the 

best weight to profile balance, excellent for imitating all general forage 
species. Available in casting weights of 2oz and 3oz to cover both shal-
low water low and slow presentations with the 2oz model. Our heavier 3oz 
casting weight Paddle is ideal for targeting tarpon in heavier current and 
deep depths, like inlets, passes, bridges and deepwater beaches. The 3oz 
size is also our #1 seller for shore bound anglers looking for excellent cast-
ing distance to reach tarpon feeding outside the surf line. Recommended 
50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon leader. 

Size: 6.5” 2oz, 3oz, 4oz, 5oz, 6oz Pro Tail Paddle 
• This large model Paddle Swimbait is perfect at imitating full grown baitfish 

like Threadfin Herring, Pogy and medium sized Mullet. Featuring a heavy 
duty 10/0 Barbarian Jig Hook, these baits are perfect for the largest tarpon 
around. With weights available from 2oz to 6oz, you’ll be able to match an 
appropriate weight for shallow, medium and deep water scenarios. Recom-
mended 50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon leader.
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PRO TAIL EEL BAITS 
These heavy duty pre-rigged eel baits are excellent for imitating a variety of slen-
der profiled baitfish like Ballyhoo, Needlefish, Small Eels and Ladyfish. The long 
tapered tail offers a micro-vibration in the water, this subtle swimming action is 
dynamite for targeting finicky and less aggressive tarpon. 

Sizing: Available in 4.75”, 7”, 7.5” HD and 9” Profiles, these baits can easily imitate 
a variety of forage species. Our 7” and 7.5” HD are the most commonly used sizes 
for day to day tarpon fishing. 

Color Selection: Color choices for tarpon can be fairly simple. During daylight 
hours, brighter colors like Bone, Olive, and Silver cover a number of bait fish pat-
terns. In low light and night fishing conditions, darker colors like Black Purple Flake 
are an excellent choice. 

Retrieve: The Pro Tail Eel can be simply fished with a slow, steady retrieve near the 
surface, imitating an unassuming baitfish moving along. The bait is also ideal for 
working mid-water column with a repeated twitch-pause-twitch retrieve, perfect 
for fishing suspended fish commonly found around canals, bridges and channels.

Size: 4.75” 1oz Pro Tail Eel
• One of our favorites for targeting juvenile tarpon in canals, lagoons and 

shallow channels. This power packed bait is perfect for imitating micro 
forage and ideal for fishing on light tackle outfits. Lighter fluorocarbon 
leader in 40lb to 6olb test is recommended. 

Size: 7” 1.5oz Pro Tail Eel 
• This mid-sized light tackle eel is a favorite for targeting tarpon keyed in on 

large shrimp and smaller ballyhoo and needlefish. The lighter 1.5oz casting 
weight is perfect for MH casting setups and perfect for targeting tarpon 
in the 20lb - 90lb class. Lighter fluorocarbon leader in 40lb to 6olb test is 
recommended. 
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Size: 7.5” 2.25oz HD Pro Tail Eel 

• The heavyweight cousin to our 7” Pro Tail Eel features heavier weight for 
fishing swift currents and deep water. Upgraded 8/0 Barbarian Rigging 
is suitable for oversized tarpon feeding on medium sized forage. Perfect 
weight to size ratio for fishing the swing while jigging in water 10’ - 30’ 
deep. A favorite for bridges and deep beach tarpon! Recommended 50lb - 
80lb Fluorocarbon leader.

Size: 9” 2oz, 3oz, 4oz, 5oz Pro Tail Eel 
• Our largest pre-rigged Pro Tail Eel is ideal for imitating large forage like 

adult mullet, ladyfish and large eels. Sporting a sturdy 10/0 Barbarian Jig 
Hook, it’s more than suitable for giant tarpon and a favorite for casting to 
fish keyed in on large baitfish. Recommended 50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon 
leader.

HDUV SOFT BAITS & BARBARIAN JIG HEADS 
The perfect soft bait for DIY tarpon anglers. For over 6 years our UV infused, hand 
poured HDUV Eel and Paddle soft baits have been a favorite of guides and veteran 
tarpon anglers. Designed to pair perfectly with our Barbarian Jig Head Series, these 
baits can be quickly rigged with numerous jig head weights to quickly accommodate 
quickly changing conditions. Extra soft hand poured plastic offers irresistible quiv-
ering action, perfect for slow and steady wiggle and swinging the tide with a jigging 
technique.  

Sizing: Available in 7” Eel, 8” Paddle and 9” Eel sizes, these supple soft baits can 
easily imitate any medium to large sized baitfish. Extra thick padded nose is ideal 
for jig head rigging. 

Color Selection: Color choices for tarpon can be fairly simple. During daylight 
hours, brighter colors like Bone, Olive, and Silver cover a number of bait fish pat-
terns. In low light and night fishing conditions, darker colors like Black Purple Flake 
are an excellent choice.
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Retrieve: The HDUV Eel and Paddle can be simply fished with a slow, steady retrieve 
near the surface, imitating an unassuming baitfish moving along. The bait is also 
ideal for working mid-water column with a repeated twitch-pause-twitch retrieve, 
perfect for fishing suspended fish commonly found around canals, bridges and 
channels. 

Size: 7” HDUV Eel
• This mid-sized light tackle eel is a favorite for targeting tarpon keyed 

in on large shrimp and smaller ballyhoo and needlefish. These unrigged 
soft baits pair perfectly with our 6/0 Barbarian Jig Heads, they can also be 
rigged on the larger 10/0 Barbarian Jig Head when very large tarpon are 
present. Recommended 50lb -80lb Fluorocarbon leader.

Size: 8” HDUV Paddle 
• These extra supple over-sized paddles are excellent for targeting tarpon in 

deeper water bridges, inlets and beaches. Designed to pair perfectly with 
our 10/0 Barbarian Jig Head, they feature rigging suitable for very large 
tarpon. Heavy thumping action is ideal for low light conditions where extra 
vibration is needed. Recommended 50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon leader. 

Size: 9” HDUV Paddle
• These extra supple over-sized paddles are excellent for targeting tarpon in 

deeper water bridges, inlets and beaches. Designed to pair perfectly with 
our 10/0 Barbarian Jig Head, they feature rigging suitable for very large tar-
pon. Recommended 50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon leader.

ORIGINAL SERIES TOPWATER EELS 
The soft bait that started it all over 10 years ago in Key West. This staple shallow 
water twitch bait can be found on tarpon guide boats nation wide. The Original’s 
neutrally buoyant composition allows for a slow sinking presentation, perfect for 
sight casting tarpon along shallow flats and channels. The unique rigging slot and 
padded nose accommodate a variety of rigging options including our Barbarian 
Swim Bait Hooks and Soft Circle Hooks. These baits exhibit a unique rippling action 
when worked with a slow twitch pause retrieve, which drives tarpon crazy.  
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Sizing: Available in 7”, 10” and 14” sizes, the Original Series’s versatility to imitate 
a wide forage base makes it an excellent choice for fishing nearly any shallow water 
tarpon fishery in the world. 

Color Selection: Color choices for tarpon can be fairly simple. During daylight hours, 
brighter colors like Bone, Bubblegum, and Silver cover a number of bait fish pat-
terns. In low light and night fishing conditions, darker colors like Black are an ex-
cellent choice. 

Retrieve: The Original Series Eel is perfect for fishing topwater or slightly sub sur-
face in shallow water fisheries. Many anglers utilize a slow, twitch-pause-twitch 
retiree to slowly crawl the bait along channel edges and over grass flats. On a long 
pause, the bait will slowly sink horizontally, in a natural wounded baitfish appear-
ance. Alternatively, the lures can be swam slow and steady along the surface, repre-
senting an unknowing baitfish slowly wandering through a tarpon’s haunt.

Size: 7” Original Eel
• The smallest Original Eel, these baits are perfect for targeting juvenile 

tarpon in basins, flats and channels. Alternatively, they are perfect for 
imitating smaller forage that adult fish may be feeding on. Recommended 
rigging: Hogy 4/0 Soft Circle Hook, 6/0 Swim Bait Hooks. Recommended 
50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon leader. 

Size: 10” Original Eel 
• The standard in flats tarpon fishing, these large soft baits are excellent 

for imitating large needlefish, ballyhoo, mullet and eels. The tapered tail 
offers excellent wiggle and quiver on a slow retrieve. Recommended rig-
ging: Hogy 6/0 Soft Circle Hook, 10/0 Swim Bait Hooks. Recommended 50lb 
- 80lb Fluorocarbon leader.

Size: 14” Original Eel 
• A favorite for anglers targeting tarpon feeding on massive forage like mul-

let and ladyfish. These oversized eel soft baits feature incredible wiggling 
action. Paired with our Heavy Duty rigging, these are perfect for tempting 
giant tarpon feeding on massive forage. Recommended rigging: Hogy 6/0 
Soft Circle Hook, 10/0 Swim Bait Hooks. Recommended 50lb - 80lb Fluoro-
carbon leader.
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Retrieve: The HDUV Eel and Paddle can be simply fished with a slow, steady retrieve 
near the surface, imitating an unassuming baitfish moving along. The bait is also 
ideal for working mid-water column with a repeated twitch-pause-twitch retrieve, 
perfect for fishing suspended fish commonly found around canals, bridges and 
channels. 

Size: 7” HDUV Eel
• This mid-sized light tackle eel is a favorite for targeting tarpon keyed 

in on large shrimp and smaller ballyhoo and needlefish. These unrigged 
soft baits pair perfectly with our 6/0 Barbarian Jig Heads, they can also be 
rigged on the larger 10/0 Barbarian Jig Head when very large tarpon are 
present. Recommended 50lb -80lb Fluorocarbon leader.

Size: 8” HDUV Paddle 
• These extra supple over-sized paddles are excellent for targeting tarpon in 

deeper water bridges, inlets and beaches. Designed to pair perfectly with 
our 10/0 Barbarian Jig Head, they feature rigging suitable for very large 
tarpon. Heavy thumping action is ideal for low light conditions where extra 
vibration is needed. Recommended 50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon leader. 

Size: 9” HDUV Paddle
• These extra supple over-sized paddles are excellent for targeting tarpon in 

deeper water bridges, inlets and beaches. Designed to pair perfectly with 
our 10/0 Barbarian Jig Head, they feature rigging suitable for very large tar-
pon. Recommended 50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon leader.

ORIGINAL SERIES TOPWATER EELS 
The soft bait that started it all over 10 years ago in Key West. This staple shallow 
water twitch bait can be found on tarpon guide boats nation wide. The Original’s 
neutrally buoyant composition allows for a slow sinking presentation, perfect for 
sight casting tarpon along shallow flats and channels. The unique rigging slot and 
padded nose accommodate a variety of rigging options including our Barbarian 
Swim Bait Hooks and Soft Circle Hooks. These baits exhibit a unique rippling action 
when worked with a slow twitch pause retrieve, which drives tarpon crazy.  
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ORIGINAL SERIES TOPWATER EELS
Our top choice for targeting tarpon in our Charter Grade Plug Series. These medium 
sized slightly subsurface swimming plugs offer irrestable side to side kicking action, 
perfect for blind casting shallow flats and bays for laid up tarpon. Featuring tarpon 
grade rigging and imitative colors, these plugs are perfect for switching up presen-
tations and covering ground quickly. 

Sizing: Our 5.5” Slider is the perfect finger mullet imitator, it’s unique profile and 
imitative colors match the hatch for a variety of scenarios. 

Color Selection: For dirty water, the Albie Crack gets noticed from a distance, while 
cleaner water situations call for Silver Mack or Anchovy patterns.  

Retrieve: The Charter Grade Slider is fished using a slow and steady retrieve. This 
constant movement induces a wide side to side kicking motion, which tarpon love. 
Due to the slow and steady retrieve, this is an excellent option for blind casting and 
covering large areas of water, especially in low light or reduced water clarity.

Size: 5.5” Charter Grade Slider
• Offering long range casting and consistent side to side kick, these baits 

should be tied directly using a loop knot for best action. Pre-Rigged with 
tarpon grade hooks and split rings, no modifications are needed to start 
fishing. Recommended 50lb - 80lb Fluorocarbon leader.
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